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Abstract—Coverage-guided fuzzers expose bugs by progressively mutating testcases to drive execution to new program locations. Code coverage is currently the most effective and popular exploration feedback. For several bugs, though, also how execution reaches a buggy program location may matter: for those, only tracking what code a testcase exercises may lead fuzzers to overlook interesting program states. Unfortunately, context-sensitive coverage tracking comes with an inherent state explosion problem. Existing attempts to implement context-sensitive coverage-guided fuzzers struggle with it, experiencing non-trivial issues for precision (due to coverage collisions) and performance (due to context tracking and queue/map explosion).

In this paper, we show that a much more effective approach to context-sensitive fuzzing is possible. First, we propose function cloning as a backward-compatible instrumentation primitive to enable precise (i.e., collision-free) context-sensitive coverage tracking. Then, to tame the state explosion problem, we argue to account for contextual information only when a fuzzer explores contexts selected as promising. We propose a prediction scheme to identify one pool of such contexts: we analyze the data-flow diversity of the incoming argument values at call sites, exposing the fuzzer a contextually refined clone of the callee if the latter sees incoming abstract objects that its uses at other sites do not.

Our work shows that, by applying function cloning to program regions that we predict to benefit from context-sensitivity, we can overcome the aforementioned issues while preserving, and even improving, fuzzing effectiveness. On the FuzzBench suite, our approach largely outperforms state-of-the-art coverage-guided fuzzing embodiments, unveiling more and different bugs without incurring explosion or other apparent inefficiencies. On these heavily tested subjects, we also found 8 enduring security issues in 5 of them, with 6 CVE identifiers issued.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fuzz testing (or fuzzing for short) techniques earned a prominent place in the software security research landscape over the last decade. Their efficacy in generating unexpected or invalid inputs that make a program crash helps developers catch bugs early, even before they turn into vulnerabilities [1]. As an example, their deployment at scale in the OSS-Fuzz [2] initiative has led so far to the discovery of over 30,000 bugs in the daily testing of hundreds of open-source projects.

The most popular and researched form of fuzzing is coverage-guided fuzzing (CGF), which uses code or other coverage information from program execution to deem whether the current testing input led to interesting (for example, previously unseen) portions of a program. The main intuition behind much CGF research is that code coverage is strongly correlated with bug coverage [3] and no dynamic testing technique can detect a bug if execution does not reach the corresponding program point at least once. A flourishing topic of research is to enlarge the covered code by improving the effectiveness of the input generation process, e.g., by guiding input mutations to meet complex control-flow conditions in the program [4], [5], [6].

However, for software testing, coverage is only one part of the equation [7], and the ultimate metric for the effectiveness of fuzzing remains the ability to discover bugs. As recently observed in [8], successful CGF embodiments balance between exploration and exploitation. While exploration aims to increase coverage, exploitation tries to trigger bugs in already-covered program regions by varying the inputs used to reach them before. As there is no immediate feedback for exploitation, fuzzers have to count on input mutations to execute such code “sufficiently well” to trigger bugs in it [8].

Therefore, other efforts focus on retaining for further mutation inputs that, while being equivalent to prior executions in terms of covered program points, exercise new valuable execution paths and/or internal states of the program [9]. Intuitively, these inputs offer alternative (and possibly more profitable) “starting points” for the above-said mutations to trigger some bugs. For example, most state-of-the-art CGF systems track edge coverage information to distinguish visits to the same basic block from different predecessor blocks [10].

Edge coverage and other function-local metrics track and summarize program execution for its effects on entities (e.g., code blocks, variable values) involving individual functions. A limitation of this strategy is that it may lead a fuzzer to overlook internal program states for which also how an entity is reached matters. In program analysis, this concept goes under the name of context-sensitivity and has seen many applications, such as refining the precision of pointer analyses [11] and developing compiler optimizations [12].

ANGORA [1] showcases the benefits of context-sensitivity for fuzzing by augmenting edge coverage with calling-context information, which captures the sequence of active function calls on the stack leading to the currently executing function [13]. In principle, such a fully context-sensitive approach can differentiate the coverage of each testcase in a fine-grained manner and lead to the discovery of more bugs [1], [10].
However, as an accurate call-stack tracking and context encoding would be costly and degrade the fuzzer's throughput, ANGORA [1] and other fuzzers [14], [15] embody a best-effort strategy for full context-sensitivity. In particular, they model the calling context as a hash of the call stack and compute context-sensitive coverage identifiers by combining the hash for the current context with the function-local edge identifier upon entering a basic block. This scheme is naturally prone to collisions, which are detrimental to fuzzing as they may lead to missing many relevant testcases [16]. To mitigate this shortcoming, these fuzzers employ larger coverage maps (e.g., 2\(^{20}\) entries in ANGORA [1]), a choice that does not come cheap as it can severely harm the fuzzing throughput.

More importantly, as we study, fully context-sensitive approaches are prone to state explosion, enlarging the fuzzer’s queue with additional testcases that further reduce fuzzing efficiency, as the fuzzer will often fall short of the time needed to schedule or sufficiently mutate them [10].

In this paper, we will refer to all such kinds of detrimental effects as the internal wastage that the fuzzer experiences.

Our approach: We argue that the current “all-or-nothing” approach to context-sensitive fuzzing is unnecessarily inefficient, and that a much more effective approach is possible. The design we propose builds on three main insights:

1. We show that we can do away with run-time call stack tracking by relying on a code specialization primitive. For a given calling context, with function cloning we create a clone of each callee and redirect the caller invocation to it. As a result, existing function-local coverage tracking techniques can naturally disambiguate calling contexts with no changes. For example, edges from cloned functions can benefit from the collision-free encoding of modern fuzzers as their presence implicitly carries (precise) contextual information, opposed to current approaches that enforce (and, as we study, further deteriorate) an imprecise hash-based edge encoding scheme.

2. We show that, while fully context-sensitive approaches are in general problematic due to an inherent state explosion problem, selective approaches can be a much better alternative. Through techniques that restrict cloning to program portions that are likely to benefit from contextually refined edge profiles, we can bound our cloning efforts to trade a modest increase in program size with efficient context-sensitivity provided only for the callees that “matter”. We term our approach predictive context-sensitive fuzzing.

3. We show that data-flows for function call arguments can be an effective predictor for several such regions. We analyze the flow of objects through function arguments at call sites and pick those call targets that see a highly diverse incoming data-flow if compared to other invocations of the function in the rest of the program. The intuition is that such differences may reflect relevant variations in program behavior that we want to capture by means of context-sensitive coverage tracking. Moreover, we show how to realize the strategy without analyzing full calling contexts, but building instead atop a standard context-insensitive inter-procedural analysis.

This design results in a practical and performant context-sensitive fuzzing solution. On the popular FuzzBench suite [17], our approach can reveal more unique bugs than ANGORA-style context-sensitivity (+22.55%). Also, it outperforms a collision-free edge coverage solution boosted with link-time optimization (+11.6%), with the bugs found across trials being different than with edge coverage alone by 19.2%.

These improvements mainly come from our ability to trigger bugs in code regions that other solutions explore but fail to exploit. Our approach experiences only a limited growth of retained testcases (+26% w.r.t. edge coverage, opposed to +81.7% from ANGORA-style context-sensitivity) and a modest impact on the fuzzing throughput (−6.5% vs. −20.3%).

Finally, despite the FuzzBench subjects we study are well-tested in prior efforts and daily in OSS-Fuzz, our tests revealed 8 long-standing security issues involving 5 of these subjects, with 6 CVE identifiers issued upon responsible disclosure.

Contributions: To summarize, this paper proposes:

- A selective approach to context-sensitive fuzzing that augments only promising program portions with contextual information, using function cloning to enable a collision-free encoding with no run-time tracking machinery;
- A data-flow analysis to predict program portions likely to benefit from contextual refinement when fuzzing, using a strong signal given by call-argument value diversity among the different callers of a given target function;
- An open-source implementation in LLVM that produces programs suitable for out-of-the-box fuzzing (available at: https://github.com/eurecom-s3/predictive-cs-fuzzing);
- An evaluation of our approach atop AFL++ on the FuzzBench suite, where we consistently outrank state-of-the-art context sensitive and insensitive techniques, also exposing 8 enduring vulnerabilities in 5 popular subjects.

II. BACKGROUND

This section covers fundamental concepts of fuzzing and the points-to analysis primitives that back our predictive context-sensitive approach.

A. Coverage-guided Fuzzing

Fuzzing techniques have a prominent place in software security research due to their effectiveness in bug discovery [18]. In the most naive embodiment, a fuzzer is a system that attempts repeated executions of a target program over randomly generated testcases while monitoring it for crashes. Many techniques are available to optimize the testcase generation process, e.g., to discover more bugs within a given time budget [19] or prioritize specific code regions for testing [20].

The amount of information that a modern fuzzer acquires during the (many) executions of the program under test can vary, leading to a distinction between black-box [21], [22], white-box [23], [24], and grey-box [25], [26] fuzzers. In particular, grey-box fuzzers use lightweight instrumentation to track coarse-grained state information such as the code coverage achieved by each testcase and are largely popular due to their effectiveness.

As we anticipated in Section I, tracking code coverage can also serve as a feedback for coverage-guided fuzzers, allowing them to distinguish the program behaviors distinctive of each testcase by profiling, e.g., the control-flow edges taken during
the execution (edge coverage). Ultimately, this choice improves the ability of a fuzzer to find vulnerabilities [27].

Coverage-guided fuzzers instrument program code to update a coverage map (e.g., when the program takes a control-flow edge) that eventually serves as a profile of the testcase execution. Some also keep track of hit counts at coverage points. A relevant aspect of map updates involves collisions, which harm the effectiveness of fuzzing: a fuzzer may overlook program behaviors (and in turn bug discovery opportunities) if the encoding scheme for map updates treats two distinct coverage facts as if they were the same [16].

For instance, the popular AFL fuzzer [25] tracks edge coverage by combining, upon entering a basic block, the index of the current block with the one of its predecessors as $\text{curr}\oplus (\text{prev} \gg 1)$. Despite a limited run-time overhead, this hashing scheme incurs frequent collisions [16]. Fuzzers such as AFL++ and LibFUZZER mitigate this problem by inserting dummy basic blocks to disambiguate critical edges [28] in the control-flow graph. Thanks to this transformation, they can track the original edges by using only the (unique) identifier of the currently executing basic block in the modified program, therefore achieving collision-free edge coverage.

### B. Points-to Analysis

A points-to analysis is a static program analysis that is able to identify the possible targets of a pointer expression [29] by building the points-to set of abstract objects that each expression may reference. An abstract object represents an allocation site and concisely captures all the concrete object instances that the program may create there.

Points-to sets are sound, meaning they never miss feasible objects. Sensitivity properties of a specific analysis influence the accuracy of the sets it produces (for the presence of unfeasible abstract objects) and its ability to scale with program complexity. Points-to analyses are nowadays used in several security scenarios (e.g., [30], [31], [32]), also thanks to recent technical advances and state-of-the-art implementations (e.g., [33], [34]) available for mainstream compilers.

In this paper, we use a state-of-the-art points-to analysis to study data-flow diversity properties for function call arguments.

### III. Motivation and Open Problems

We use the code in Listing 1 as a running example to showcase how context-sensitive coverage information can help a fuzzer explore and eventually exploit a faulty program statement that may trigger a bug only when execution reaches it along certain program paths.

The program processes input data as a stream of bytes. Segments of type A1 and A2 contain a variable-size payload of 128 to 192 bytes. Payloads for segments of type B can host up to 127 bytes. For all segments, the payload hosts 16 elements stored adjacent. Element sizes are encoded in the input as 16 consecutive bytes prepended to the payload: these will eventually populate the $\text{sizes}$ array of the segment structure of the program. Accepted inputs contain one segment of type A1 or A2 followed by one segment of type B; the logic enacting this constraint is not shown in the listing for brevity.

Listing 1. Motivating example for context-sensitive fuzzing.

```
#define MAX_SEG_SIZE 192
#define SEG_A12_SIZE 192
#define SEG_B_SIZE 127
#define EOSEGM(x) ((x) == 0x23)

struct {
   u16 type, len;
   u8 sizes[16];
   u8 data[];
} segment;

segment* cur;

void parse_seg(char* stream, segment* d) {
   int n = 0;
   u8 tmp[MAX_SEG_SIZE];
   for (int i=0; i<16; ++i) {
      d->sizes[i] = *stream++;
      n += d->sizes[i];
   }
   if (n > MAX_SEG_SIZE) error("too long");
   for (int i=0; i<n; ++i)
      tmp[i] = decode_byte(*stream++, d->type);
   if (!EOSEGM(tmp[n-1])) error("invalid data");
   memcpy(d->data, tmp, n);
   d->type = type;
}

void get_seg_A1_A2(char* stream, u16 type) {
   cur = malloc(sizeof(segment) + SEG_A12_SIZE);
   cur->type = type;
   parse_seg(stream, cur);
}

void get_seg_B(char* stream) {
   cur = malloc(sizeof(segment) + SEG_B_SIZE);
   cur->type = SEG_TYPE_B;
   parse_seg(stream, cur);
}

void process_segment(char* stream) {
   u16 type = decode_type(stream);
   switch(type) {
      case SEG_TYPE_A1:
      case SEG_TYPE_A2:
         get_seg_A1_A2(stream+2, type); break;
      case SEG_TYPE_B:
         get_seg_B(stream+2); break;
      }
      // [...] parsing logic continues
}```
long payloads meeting condition (i), but will not retain such a testcase for further mutations because its execution does not cover any new edge (or hit count bucket) unless \texttt{get\_seg\_B} is being called for the very first time in the campaign. Therefore, the fuzzer can expose the bug only if condition (ii) is already met by chance when generating such a testcase.

**ANGORA** [1] extends edge coverage to distinguish executions of the same branch by different calling contexts (defined in Section I). To this end, it dynamically tracks the calling context as the hash of the current call stack, computed by XOR-ing at each call and return instruction the current hash value with the unique numeric identifier of the involved function. Then, it combines this hash with AFL’s edge hash identifiers, obtaining a feedback where each map entry should ideally capture a distinct context-sensitive edge instance. We call such kind of feedback best-effort.

**Challenges:** We studied the internal fuzzer wastage that comes with best-effort context-sensitivity approaches by analyzing popular programs from fuzzing literature. We consider two standard configurations of the popular AFL++ fuzzer:

1) EDGES, the context-insensitive AFL-style setup with a coverage map of a standard size of $2^{16}$ entries indexed by edge hashes (Section II-A);
2) LTO, the configuration of AFL++ optimized for collision-free edge coverage, with unique edge identifiers assigned during link-time optimization. We remark that LTO is currently the most performant setting in the CGF practice.

For context-sensitive fuzzing (CONTEXT), we consider the specific configuration of AFL++ for it (used also in, e.g., [15]), which reproduces the working of ANGORA [1] by combining AFL’s edge encoding with the XOR-based call-stack hash described above. We test it in two flavors, using coverage maps of $2^{16}$ (AFL’s default) and $2^{20}$ (as in ANGORA) entries.

Figure 1 plots statistics collected from a 24-h fuzzing campaign on a subject, \texttt{libxml2}, that is particularly representative of the issues behind current approaches. To conduct the experiment, we use the driver and seeds from FuzzBench commit \texttt{81d0ed8} and the default timeout of AFL++. We study the \textit{size} of the queue, the \textit{throughput} (completed executions), the \textit{number of distinct map entries covered} by the testcases, and, where applicable, how many per-entry unique \textit{collisions} we identified. A collision at a map entry implies that the fuzzer met and erroneously treated at least two distinct context-sensitive edge instances as if they were the same.

The resulting data highlight two efficiency issues leading to internal wastage for current context-sensitive fuzzers: we will refer to them as coverage map explosion and queue explosion.

To understand coverage map explosion issues, we took a closer look at ANGORA. As acknowledged by the authors [1], their encoding method for context-sensitive edge instances is prone to hash collisions: we identified them on 50.7\% of the map entries for the CONTEXT $2^{16}$ fuzzer configuration.

Collisions are undesirable, since they lead to loss of context-sensitivity\textsuperscript{1} and ultimately increase the likelihood of discarding useful testcases [16]. Therefore, ANGORA uses a larger map with $2^{20}$ entries. While this choice can effectively mitigate collisions (1.2\% for CONTEXT $2^{20}$), it can hamper the throughput of the fuzzer because of higher map access latency (as the map would no longer fit common L2 cache sizes, which can accommodate up to $2^{18}$ entries) and slower processing at the end of each execution. On standard hardware, we observed induced slowdowns of one order of magnitude.

To partially mitigate this coverage map explosion problem, we collected our data on a high-end Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 with a 1-\textit{MB} L2 cache. Even on such a high-end configuration, the number of completed executions dropped from \textasciitilde 45 millions to \textasciitilde 7 millions. Such low fuzzing throughput ultimately resulted in much poorer (context-insensitive) edge coverage after 24 hours than any other configuration.

The second problem, queue explosion, is well-understood in literature: as observed in [10], while retaining more seeds offers “stepping stones for more meaningful mutations that lead to final crashes, [retaining] too many of them would hurt the fuzzing performance” as the differences between most such seeds are likely so tiny that they would hardly result in new bugs.

For the CONTEXT $2^{16}$ configuration, the queue size grows significantly (from 9\,911 to 33\,675 retained testcases), but the edge coverage achieved over time is appreciably lower than EDGES (where 9.8\% of map entries see collisions) and much lower than the one obtainable with a collision-free LTO solution. The problem is less noticeable in the CONTEXT $2^{20}$ configuration (although the queue size still doubles to 21\,157), but only because the much lower throughput (and edge coverage) masks the queue explosion problem.

Summarizing, our analysis shows that current context-sensitive strategies (CONTEXT) struggle to achieve good precision without introducing internal wastage due to explosion issues: by allowing more collisions, they lose context-sensitivity (at the cost of discarding important testcases), whereas by reducing collisions, they overly discriminate contexts (at the cost of retaining too many testcases and trashing the fuzzing

\textsuperscript{1}And, even worse, weaker path sensitivity than a context-insensitive baseline, CONTEXT (LTO)\textsuperscript{1}, since a single hash is used for calling contexts and edges. Therefore, one may suggest combining a collision-free edge ID with a hash of the context. Unfortunately, this method would be much poorer than the one of ANGORA due to the limited entropy of edge identifiers, which would be completely marginal compared to the one of contexts.
The performance of CONTEXT falls behind by an appreciable margin not only the collision-free edge coverage setting of LTO, but even EDGES. Best-effort context-sensitivity was similarly outclassed for bug finding capabilities in the full evaluation that we will illustrate in Section VI-A (Table III).

The key reason why this is essentially an impossible needle to thread is that prior strategies are entirely blind to which of the many distinct contexts are important to capture in order to retain interesting testcases. As an example, libxml2 can see potentially up to 16-million distinct contexts originating from its main: more in general, their number is often exponentially large w.r.t. the number of program functions [11].

Our Approach: In this paper, we explore a selective angle to deploy context-sensitive fuzzing in a more effective way: we augment only certain program regions with contextual information, devising then a novel predictive solution to statically identify regions that are likely to benefit from context-sensitive profiles for the edges traversed during execution.

As a concrete instance of this strategy, we favor call sites that see a higher diversity for the incoming data-flow at call arguments. For our example, such a predictor would recognize that the segment object flowing into the buggy function comes from different allocation sites depending on the caller.

Then, as we study only data-flows for function arguments across different call sites, instead of the full calling-context we can rely on a much lighter context abstraction that discriminates only the identity of the caller function.

Our approach (PREDICTIVE) augments an LTO-style map with entries for collision-free context-sensitive profiles of edges from selected regions. For the rest of the code, we use collision-free context-insensitive edge tracking as LTO does. We bound our selection so that the map fits standard L2 caches.

Ultimately, all these choices allow us to hit the “sweet spot” between insufficient and excessive context-sensitivity, uncovering more bugs in well-known benchmarks with only a moderate impact on the fuzzer’s internal wastage.

IV. PREDICTIVE CONTEXT-SENSITIVITY

This section presents the three main pillars of our approach:

1) a collision-free method to encode context-sensitivity;
2) a selective approach to restrict context-sensitive fuzzing to program regions of interest for the sake of scalability;
3) a data-flow analysis to predict regions likely to benefit from having been selected when a coverage-guided exploration reaches them.

We produce a transformed program containing context-sensitive instances of control-flow edges, added according to a user-specified budget and in a cost-effective manner. Existing CGF systems can test it without requiring any changes.

A. Function Cloning

A way to turn a context-insensitive program analysis into a context-sensitive one is to expose to the analysis a separate instance (clone) of the code unit of interest at each different encountered context. For instance, if contextual information is represented only by the caller of a function, the analysis may produce separate results for the unique clones of the callee devised for each possible caller.

Such an approach has two main advantages: it offers backward compatibility for existing fuzzing instrumentation solutions and can accommodate different context-sensitivity definitions. Let us consider calling-context information, initially on recursion-free programs for simplicity.

One may disambiguate the calling context for a specific function by taking the call graph of the program and, for each maximal acyclic path that reaches the function, introducing a clone at every caller-callee pair on the backward walk to its root node. In this way, whenever the analysis reaches a clone of the original function, the path from the root function to it is unique. Therefore, the identity of the clone is sufficient to precisely determine the invocation context.

To handle recursion, we look for functions involved in direct and indirect recursion by analyzing the strongly connected components (SCCs) of the call graph [35]. During path analysis and cloning, we treat each SCC as a single node without a self-edge. This allows us to retain precise contextual information before and after entering recursive sequences (which in general may be unbounded in depth), treating only the recursive parts in a context-insensitive manner.

For a coverage-guided fuzzer, we need a way to discriminate different clones of a function of interest that is both cheap to maintain or retrieve at run-time and composable with other encoding techniques in a space-efficient and collision-free way.

An elegant and effective way to maintain context-sensitivity for program points is to manipulate the code of the program and add concrete copies of the involved functions. This choice brings several advantages: By exposing contextual information through new code locations, we offload the collision problem to the feedback mechanism already in use by the coverage-guided fuzzer. With edge coverage, existing collision-free edge encodings will just assign unique (context-sensitive) edge identifiers to code from clones. Therefore, function cloning effectively solves the collision problem we saw in Section III.

Furthermore, when deploying context-sensitivity in the selective flavor that we present in the next section, another advantage of our scheme is that it brings virtually no run-time overhead for tracking and retrieving the context, as we trade this efficiency for a modest increase in program size.

Let us use as running example our program from Listing 1. The relevant caller-callee pairs are (get_seg_A1_A2, parse_seg) and (get_seg_B, parse_seg). For simplicity, we pick the second for specialization as we know that such path can expose the bug at line 25. Our cloning primitive adds to the program a duplicate of parse_seg, which we call __clone_ps, and patches the call at line 38 to invoke it in lieu of the original function. When a coverage-guided fuzzer executes the augmented program, the branch originally at line 22 will benefit from separate coverage information when reached via get_seg_B, allowing the fuzzer to treat it as an interesting testcase (and, in more detail, to become sensitive to the different payload lengths that its hit count may capture).

By choosing to work on call sites, we can virtually model any notion of context-sensitivity based on tracking portions of
the call stack: a global policy will ensure that each cloning action draws out a piece of the desired portion. The call sites present within an added clone may be in turn disambiguated for context-sensitivity by applying cloning recursively.

### B. The Need for Selective Sensitivity

While cloning can expose context-sensitivity information for program points in a “fuzzer-friendly” manner, it does not help us get around the path explosion problem that comes with calling contexts (Section III). As evidence of this issue, Table I reports statistics collected for programs from the FuzzBench test suite that we later use for evaluation purposes (Section VI).

As a fuzzing harness often tests only a relevant subset of a code base, we collect the figures after removing all the functions unreachable according to LLVM’s static analyses. In the *edges* column, we report the number of basic blocks that a collision-free edge coverage scheme instruments after breaking all the critical edges in program functions [26]. The last three columns represent, respectively, the number of nodes, edges, and acyclic paths in the call graph.

For many subjects, the number of contexts appears intractable for any practical collision-free attempt (we will return to this in Section VII), including cloning. Even when the contexts are not millions or more, the number of “context-sensitive” edges to disambiguate may still increase dramatically when the call sites are many, requiring in turn (inefficient) large coverage maps for their (collision-free) tracking.

However, we argue that a much more effective approach is possible: adding context-sensitivity only to selected program portions. Algorithm 1 presents the high-level workflow: we process the call graph at call-site granularity and follow a prioritization policy to pick individual call sites for cloning. As a baseline, we consider a random policy that prioritizes them uniformly at random.

We surveyed static analysis literature for contextual information representation in the programming language community (e.g., [36], [37], [38]) and derived three policies that approximate their core ideas by performing a visit of the call graph and assigning priorities (captured by visit order) according to topological properties:

- **top**: assigns higher priority to call sites from nodes closer to the root(s) of the call graph, progressively exposing the context in a top-down fashion as in [37].
- **bottom**: assigns higher priority to call sites closer to leaves. This policy progressively exposes the last entries on the call stack as in *call strings* [36], which in some domains can effectively replace the full calling context.
- **uniform**: treats every call site with the same priority. It resembles [38] and mixes the effects of the other policies, exposing the top or bottom call-stack entries leading to a node depending on its proximity to a root node or a leaf.

In preliminary tests\(^2\), these policies exposed a few more bugs than standard edge coverage (thus already outclassing best-effort context-sensitive solutions) and did not experience any evident internal wastage. However, their apparent benefits were modest and also difficult to understand when compared to random, as the policies often resulted in similar performance.

Eventually, we looked at these results retrospectively. Policies of this kind are well suited for static program analysis scenarios, where partial contextual information may still expose to an analysis sufficient information to reason on all the possible refined program states and, in turn, the user can measure the improvement (if any) in the precision of the returned answers. Instead, coverage-guided fuzzing is a dynamic analysis technique based on a lightweight abstraction of program state: no direct static measurement of the benefits of context-sensitivity seems possible. To effectively take advantage of any added context-sensitivity (which can be available only in a limited quantity), we concluded that we need a predictor for program portions that may practically benefit from it during fuzzing.

### C. Data Flow-based Prediction

A pivotal element of our proposal is a prediction-based policy that prioritizes for cloning those call sites where the callee sees higher diversity in the incoming data-flow compared to other uses of the same function in the rest of the program. Specifically, we favor cases where the abstract objects potentially incoming as arguments for the callee function are more other uses of the same function in the rest of the program. Specifically, we favor cases where the abstract objects potentially incoming as arguments for the callee function are more peculiar (i.e., less frequently met) w.r.t. other call sites where the function is invoked. Our hypothesis is that such diversity can be a promising indicator that the program may enter “less common” internal states along these execution contexts.

Prioritizing such contexts for cloning and, in turn, retaining testcases that hit them during execution may allow the fuzzer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Edges</th>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Call sites</th>
<th>Calling contexts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>C, some C++</td>
<td>716 046</td>
<td>5 314</td>
<td>44 500</td>
<td>8 014 021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>C, some C++</td>
<td>15 986</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>985</td>
<td>19 217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>94 092</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>2 234</td>
<td>11 025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>47 096</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>4 377</td>
<td>27 984 301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit32</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>107 785</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>5 467</td>
<td>3 024 953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhbecc</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>119 646</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>125 907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libntrip</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>11 203</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>706</td>
<td>6 718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>104 351</td>
<td>1 147</td>
<td>6 708</td>
<td>44 652 617 060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>24 112</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1 795</td>
<td>2 793 663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>14 007</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>483</td>
<td>6 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndip</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>49 216</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>1 991</td>
<td>10 507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>57 402</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>3 818</td>
<td>12 671 908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openssl264</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>79 819</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>1 795</td>
<td>2 793 663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>11 861</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>881</td>
<td>11 501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usrsctp</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>96 225</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>4 303</td>
<td>3 294 931 527</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>38 863</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>5 027</td>
<td>140 141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Algorithm 1: Priority-based Cloning

```
function CloneByPriority(program, budget)
    callsites ← ∪_{f ∈ program} GetAllCallsites(f)
    priorities ← GetPriorities(callsites)
    pqueue ← PriorityQueue(callsites, priorities)
    while program.size < budget do
        callsite ← pqueue.pop()
        target ← GetCallTarget(callsite)
        new_target ← CloneFunction(target)
        SetCallTarget(callsite, new_target)
        new_callsites ← GetAllCallsites(new_target)
        new_priorities ← GetPriorities(new_callsites)
        pqueue.push_all(new_callsites, new_priorities)
```

to delve more pervasively into these behaviors, both locally at the callee and in any subsequently reached code that is affected by the data flow. As we will explore in Section VI, the analysis we present below turns out to be a good predictor in practice for eliciting profitable states and uncovering new bugs.

We argue that function arguments are a natural way for programs to orchestrate data-flows through their code units. Therefore, we study the invocation of every function at its different call sites in the call graph and analyze what values are possible for each of its arguments. We prioritize cloning those call sites that pass as arguments abstract objects that never or rarely appear at other call sites.

In other words, we find it reasonable to differentiate those call sites (i.e., to introduce clones for callees) that see peculiar incoming objects, while we predict a lower benefit from doing so at call sites that see objects that recur at other places too. For example, for a function with two call sites, we have little interest in cloning it if the two pass similar objects; instead, when the two pass very different objects, we find it reasonable to differentiate them for the fuzzer to explore both.

In this paper, we focus on pointer-type arguments and use an off-the-shelf analysis to build points-to sets (Section II-B), obtaining the possible abstract objects that an argument may reference when passed at a call site. We compute the prediction to use as priority value in Algorithm 1 as follows. Let the target function be in use at \( n \) call sites in the call graph\(^3\) and \( O \) be the set of all abstract objects that may be passed via its arguments at the current call site. The priority \( p \) of the call site is:

\[
p = \frac{1}{n} \times \sum_{o \in O} (n - n_o)
\]

where \( n_o \) is the number of call sites for \( f \) where object \( o \) may appear in any of its arguments. As we said earlier, we seek to favor the diversity of the incoming data-flow: an object \( o \) that does not appear at other call sites for the target will contribute with a \( n - 1 \) addend, whereas an object that may appear at all call sites will give a zero addend. Eventually, the edge coverage collected for the clones exposes the incoming data-flow diversity to the fuzzer, favoring a more pervasive exploration of the underlying program states.

D. Discussion

With our approach, we propose to overcome the precision and efficiency limitations of current context-sensitive fuzzing flavors by augmenting only selected program points with contextual information. Our data flow-driven prioritization policy shows promise in practice, retaining for further mutations inputs that eventually led us to discover new (or more) bugs.

In our approach, we chose to focus on pointers because pointer diversity always leads to data-flow deviations, while non-pointer diversity does not necessarily do so. We also believe memory errors to be more likely in presence of data-flow deviations, and fuzzers are notoriously effective in exposing them [39] (especially in combination with sanitizers [40]). An interesting follow-up may be to study what non-pointer variables in a program can lead to “helpful” diversity and, in turn, to what extent. In this scenario, a practical aspect to account for is the precision of value analysis techniques for non-pointers (e.g., value range analysis [41] on integer arguments), as too coarse results could mask real diversity.

Compiler-based instrumentation is a natural way to deploy our approach. For fuzzing programs available only as binaries, binary rewriting techniques or a modified runtime can intercept and divert call sites. However, analyzing pointer arguments may be challenging as, among others, it would need to recover object locations. We leave this investigation to future work.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implement our techniques as a set of analysis and transformation passes (2k C++ LOC) for the intermediate representation (IR) of the LLVM compiler, a popular choice for fuzzers that instrument source code. We operate on a link time-ready whole-program IR file that the GLLVVM helper [42] obtains for the uninstrumented program. We produce a transformed IR file and feed an off-the-shelf fuzzer with it.

As for evaluation purposes we opted for the state-of-the-art AFL++ [14] fuzzer (version 3.15a), we devise a simple Python helper that automates the compilation process and also the insertion of sanitization machinery. Our cloning pass has provisions to correctly handle the instrumentation introduced by popular sanitizers such as ASAN and UBSAN, which insert tripwires that help fuzzers expose silent bugs [43].

For sizing purposes, we implement an analysis to estimate, for each cloning decision, the coverage map size increase due to the unique identifiers that the collision-free edge coverage encoding of AFL++ would introduce for the clone. We simulate a cloning action and reuse AFL++’s instrumentation algorithm to count the edge entries the clone would need in the map.

Good fuzzing practices [1] recommend map sizes no larger than standard L2 cache sizes (i.e., 256 KB), whereas overly large maps can be detrimental for performance even on favorable hardware, as we saw in Section III. Once we set a maximum desirable map size, we can use as residual budget for cloning the “free” map entries after we accounted for the edges currently in the program and, potentially, add clones up to its exhaustion. Our evaluation sets a budget of 256 KB, which can host up to \( 2^{18} \) map entries. In practice, this tuning choice allowed our fuzzers to discriminate and pervasively delve into new program states without incurring internal wastage.

To analyze pointer arguments at call sites, we use the state-of-the-art points-to analysis FlowSensitive from the popular SVF framework [33]. Among the analyses implemented in SVF, it is expected to bring the most accurate points-to sets for general code, as it carries an Andersen-style analysis enhanced with field- and flow-sensitivity (while it remains array- and context-insensitive for the sake of scalability).

As an implementation refinement, we attempt to lower the priority of a recurrent class of uninteresting call-site targets: error-handling functions that lead to program termination. In the programs we study, many such functions see a very high number of callers and, consequently, an inherently diverse incoming data-flow at various call sites. We opt for lowering the priority of the call sites whose target is a function called by at least 25% (a value set empirically) of all functions in

---

\(^3\)We remark that we compute priority values on the unmodified program.
the program. We have verified that this choice affected only error-handling functions in our tests.

Our prototype can also attempt to reason on paths involving indirect-call sites, by promoting each indirect call into a conditional selection of direct calls to plausible targets [44], [45], [46]. However, this is disabled by default since precise reasoning on indirect calls is notoriously hard. With a static approach, the precision of the analysis for building call-target sets is crucial [47]: in most of the cases we analyzed using points-to analysis, the size of the resulting sets led to path explosion. Nonetheless, as we will see throughout Section VI, the effects of our techniques allowed us to expose bugs and report security vulnerabilities in heterogeneous programs written in C/C++ and object oriented style C. As future work, we plan to explore the potential benefits of profile-guided indirect call promotion [44] for these subjects, for instance using testcases from a short fuzzing session, as well as of recent advances in static type-based dependence analysis techniques [48].

VI. Evaluation

We study the performance of predictive context-sensitive fuzzing using the FuzzBench testing infrastructure. Popular in academia and industry since its release in 2020, FuzzBench has become a de-facto standard benchmarking platform and program collection for fuzzing research. FuzzBench targets real-world programs, pinning specific versions for reproducibility and result validation [17]. We select the ‘type: bug’ configuration of FuzzBench, a choice made also in other recent bug-oriented studies [49], [50], [51]. We study different dimensions of our approach for the following research questions:

RQ1: Can we outperform the state of the art in bug finding? Can we find vulnerabilities that existing approaches overlook?
RQ2: To what extent do we induce internal wastage, if any?
RQ3: What burden do we place on the compilation pipeline?

Atop the AFL++ [14] fuzzer, we test these configurations:

- **context**: best-effort context-sensitivity as evaluation baseline, using the implementation available in AFL++ that reproduces what proposed in ANGRA [1];
- **lto**: collision-free edge coverage boosted with link-time optimization. It is the the most effective setting available for context-insensitive coverage-guided fuzzers [14] and serves as a reference point to show (in further detail than in Section III) the internal wastage effects of context;
- **predictive**: the approach we propose in this paper;
- **random**: an uninformed prioritization policy serving as a baseline for selective context-sensitivity;

For context, we use a coverage map of $2^{18}$ entries to fill the L2 cache (256 KB) typical of most machines, including the FuzzBench cloud infrastructure on which we ran our tests. We do not evaluate larger sizes as we experienced significant internal wastage for the reasons discussed in Section III. We also remark that context reproduces only ANGRA’s context-sensitive edge coverage encoding: that is, it does not perform the taint tracking or gradient-descent based search that are other distinctive features of ANGRA. The reason for it is that we want to stress context-sensitivity alone (which other fuzzers, like WEIZZ [15], already use): the independent contributions of such features would only pollute the analysis.

For lto, the number of instrumented edges in each program (Table I) determines the map size.

For predictive and random, we use the largest cloning budget value such that the resulting map still fits an L2 cache of 256 KB (i.e., up to $2^{18}$ entries).

We could obtain a compilable whole-program IR file (Section V) for 16 of the 22 benchmarks from FuzzBench. Bugs and missing features in the GLLVM [42] helper\(^6\) and other compilation errors unrelated to our techniques prevented us from testing the other programs. The link-time primitives that recently became available in LLVM may help for them for future implementation extensions.

For all the fuzzer configurations that we study, we instrument each whole-program IR file with the ASAN and UBSAN sanitizers [52] to expose common classes of silent bugs. All the fuzzer configurations that we test work on binaries built with -O3 optimization level.

A. RQ1: Effectiveness in Bug Finding

To evaluate the bug finding capabilities of our four fuzzer configurations (hereafter fuzzers for brevity), we initially rely on the infrastructure of FuzzBench to count unique bugs via automatic crash deduplication based on unique stack traces. As we run the fuzzers on its cloud platform, each configuration-benchmark pair sees 20 trials of 23 hours each.

1) General Trends: Following standard practices [53], we reason on the median values over all trials to mitigate the well-known effects of randomness in fuzzing. Figure 2 reports the boxplots for each benchmark showing the number of bugs found by each fuzzer. For each benchmark, the fuzzers appear in the ranking order given by their median number of bugs found across the trials and using their maximum number to break ties when necessary.

To compare the effectiveness of each fuzzer, we first consider the average score metric from FuzzBench. For each benchmark, the score of a fuzzer in a 'type: bug' campaign is given by expressing the median number of bugs\(^6\) it finds as the percentage of the median number of bugs from the fuzzer that performed best on that benchmark. The final cross-benchmark average score for a fuzzer, shown in Table II, is the average of individual benchmark scores and mitigates distortion effects due to benchmarks having a different number of total bugs [17]. We note that cross-benchmark average scores reflect the relative performance of each fuzzer in one experiment setting; therefore, they do not generalize for comparisons with other selections of fuzzers and/or programs.

The best-performing fuzzer is the one using our predictive policy: predictive obtains the highest score with an 11.84 net difference with lto, which in turn largely outperforms

\(^4\)Except for ffmpeg, for which the number of unique edges requires more than $2^{18}$ entries already with lto: therefore, we set the budget for it to the nearest feasible multiple of two (768 KB).

\(^5\)Two practical limitations we observed with GLLVM are i) its incorrect handling of source files that a build system may supply to a linker (while this may seem an unorthodox behavior, both clang and gcc allow it): we reported the issue to its developers and ii) when it invokes llvm-link to merge the bitcode files, the IR elements for indirect functions (GNU IFUNC) are lost.

\(^6\)Coverage-centric experiments use the median code coverage instead.
context (and even random does too). The predictive fuzzer will similarly stand out also in the analysis of individual bugs that we provide in the next section.

As we move to the other fuzzers, we remark how the lto state-of-the-art configuration is a strong baseline. In addition to collision-free encoding of edges, which outperforms classic (collision-prone) edge tracking and refinements [16], it benefits from link-time optimizations such as additional inlining. For instance, LLVM may inline a short-sized callee at a call site for performance, incidentally providing some context-sensitivity [54] as the inlined edge instances get new identifiers. However, an optimizing compiler follows performance-based (rather than context sensitivity-based) inlining policies. When our data flow-based prediction mechanism drives the cloning decisions, we can observe a significantly larger number of bugs found for the subjects considered in this evaluation.

On the contrary, the best-effort context-sensitivity of context suffers from a combination of the problems analyzed in Section III. While we defer a detailed discussion of internal wastage effects to Section VI-B, collisions hamper its ability to distinguish, and thus explore, useful program states that not only predictive, but even lto can often retain in its queue. Combined with the time spent analyzing likely uninteresting testcases that pollute its queue and the lower end-to-end throughput (Section VI-B), context ranks on average as the least effective fuzzer configuration in our tests.

2) In-depth Analysis: We now qualitatively analyze the unique bugs identified by the fuzzers predictive (125), lto (110), and context (102). We leave out random (110) for brevity. We start by discussing the left part of Figure 3, which compares the unique bugs found by predictive against the lto and context fuzzers, which embody the state of the art in context-insensitive and sensitive fuzzing. Table III lists how many bugs we found on each subject.

Due to internal wastage effects, context missed 27 of the unique bugs that both predictive and lto could find. Of the 102 unique bugs context found, 74 were found by both the others, and 82 by predictive. As for the 18 bugs found only by context, 15 are from matio—on which, as we discuss next, our predictive strategies are less effective.

On the other hand, predictive revealed twice as many (43) unique bugs missed by context, found in 9 of the 16 subjects we study, and 23 more bugs in total (+22.5%). Finally, the two fuzzers find an identical number of bugs in 5 subjects. We conclude that our approach significantly outperforms the state of the art in context-sensitive fuzzing.

Comparing the counts for predictive and lto, the former found 13 more bugs in total (+11.6%). Also, 24 of its 125 bugs (19.2% of the total) were missed by lto; this amount equals the 21.4% of the lto count. Of the 112 bugs found by lto, our approach missed 11 bugs (10.7% of the lto count). Hence, our approach not only significantly outperforms best-effort context-sensitivity, but does not show appreciable internal wastage compared to lto. With more and different bugs found, we may argue that our approach has benefited the exploitation work of the fuzzer (Section III).

Testcase Dissection: To better understand these results and how refined contextual information may be behind the bugs that only predictive found, we analyze several char-
acteristics of the crashing testcases. For example, we examine how often the bugs come from code that the state-of-the-art lto fuzzer driven by edge coverage (possibly refined by LTO effects) reaches in its exploration without causing a crash.

Although our methods improve context-sensitive fuzzing, the following discussion mainly considers lto as a comparison point both due to its significantly better bug finding performance compared to context and for understanding why context-sensitivity helped our fuzzer’s performance.

We downloaded the queues from all trials from the FuzzBench cloud and ran each testcase on a locally compiled binary. We successfully reproduced 23 out of 24 bugs; the one failure involves subject grok and a corrupted zip file stored on the FuzzBench cloud for the trial that exposed the bug.

We check the bugs found only by predictive against the cumulative code coverage achieved by lto on each of its 20 runs. We note that 16 bugs occur in code that lto covered in at least one trial without yielding a crash. Conversely, 7 bugs are from new code coverage.

The attentive reader may find the last result surprising. Typically in program analysis, context-sensitive approaches are meant to improve the results (here, the exploitability) for code that is already within the reach of context-insensitive solutions. However, context-sensitivity may make a fuzzer retain a testcase that, through further mutation, eventually “unlocks” new coverage by meeting particular control-flow conditions (e.g., branch predicates) later in the execution. Such testcases progressively lead predictive to buggy parts that lto never reached in our tests across 20 trials. In Section VI-B we will provide code coverage statistics for all subjects.

Moving forward in the analysis, we observe that for 14 bugs cloning choices directly contributed to reaching the buggy program location and associated state, as one or more cloned functions were active on the call stack upon the crash. In 21 bugs, contextual information helped by retaining “ancestor” testcases during previous mutations: we measure this property by seeing if the crashing testcase exercises context-sensitive edges from one or more clones (which the fuzzer would see as a novelty). These allowed the fuzzer to further mutate the input and, in turn, the induced program state until exposing the bug. We attribute the remaining 2 bugs (1 of which was covered but not exploited by lto) to fuzzing entropy.

Section VI-A3 will complete this discussion with a case study that further showcases how data-flow diversity is a good predictor of regions for which retaining testcases that reach them from different contexts can be beneficial when fuzzing.

We also reviewed the bugs found by both lto and predictive. An interesting finding was that in 12 cases the two fuzzers exposed the same unique bug from testcases with a different edge coverage, suggesting that predictive found the bugs from a different angle.

As for the bugs found by lto and missed by predictive (11), we attribute them to the different exploration and scheduling choices that the two fuzzers follow. In particular, context-sensitive fuzzing is designed to spend fractions of the fuzzing budget in mutating testcases (and exploring “pervasively” the associated program states) that lto does not retain. However, predictive retains any testcase that lto would: hence, those bugs remain in its reach.

We remark that this trend is expected: in the given time, our approach prioritized and explored other program parts better. Such a trend is common for fuzzer specializations: for example, also Token-level AFL [55] finds diverse and more bugs than prior concepts, missing a few for the same reasons. The ability to find different bugs is a pillar for initiatives like OSS-Fuzz that stack different fuzzers and motivates recent research on ensemble fuzzing [56], [57]. The inclusion relations of Figure 3 are meant to show such differences, which may be overlooked if one looks at bug counts only. We refer our readers to Appendix A for detailed per-benchmark statistics.

On a different note, when looking at Table III, the bug finding capabilities of our approach do not appear to reflect a strong influence from the source language.

Instead, a subject worthy of a detailed discussion is matio. It is the only subject on which context is the best performer (and also by a large margin). Written in C and featuring a high number of potential calling contexts (Table I), matio follows an object-oriented paradigm that heavily relies on evolving the state of a single object by manipulating its fields while passing it across many functions. This dynamic is missed by our diversity heuristic, which sees objects as a whole. As a result, we may clone call sites that are much less appealing than those that context explored blindly but
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### Table III. Unique bugs found per benchmark by the fuzzers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>context</th>
<th>predictive</th>
<th>lto</th>
<th>random</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>C, some C++</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>C, some C++</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhttp</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndpi</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openh264</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usrsctp</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>C/C++</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total (16) | 102 | 125 | 112 | 110 |

C only (8) | 63 | 70 | 68 | 64 |
C++ only (4) | 14 | 21 | 20 | 21 |
Mixed (4) | 25 | 34 | 24 | 25 |
profitably; here, random outperforms predictive by 8 bugs. On the contrary, predictive is the most effective fuzzer on libxml2, another target written in C following an object-oriented paradigm and with a huge amount of potential calling contexts. Complex state variations as in programs like matio deserve further investigation, for example combining our approach with the data-oriented feedback of [58] from likely invariants for recurrent program variable values.

3) New Bugs: As a last dimension to investigate, we conduct a set of experiments on the ability of the fuzzers to find lingering bugs in well-tested software. We again leave out the less performant random fuzzer.

We first analyze whether any of the bugs we found would affect the latest program versions at the time of testing (February 2022), which follow those used in FuzzBench by 9 months to over 4 years. These programs are tested daily by the OSS-Fuzz initiative and are recurrent choices for many papers behind recent fuzzer concepts. As the right part of Figure 3 shows, 31 unique testcases (as deduplicated by FuzzBench) could crash recent versions too: in particular, predictive (26 bugs) outperforms context (21), which in turn found only one bug that predictive or even lto did not.

For the 31 testcases, we ruled out a few that matched issues in existing public bug reports and responsibly disclosed all the others to the respective developers. For bugs that hinted at ostensible security issues, we conducted further manual analysis to identify the logical root cause underlying each bug and cluster them accordingly (that is, we "conceptually" merged some). This analysis exposed 8 security issues in 5 programs: ffmpeg (1), njs (1), stb (4), libhevc (1), and matio (1). Six of them received a CVE ID (Appendix A), 1 was deemed a duplicate of one of our newly assigned CVE IDs (stb), and 1 was not considered a vulnerability by the vendor according to its criteria (we reported an undefined behavior from an invalid shift in libhevc). From commit dates, the issues had been present in the programs for at least 1.5-3 years.

In more detail, 5 issues derive from bugs found by predictive only: 3 for stb and 1 each for ffmpeg and libhevc. For these issues, lto typically covered the involved code without triggering a crash, with the exception of 1 issue as it involved new code coverage. The remaining 3 issues came from bugs spotted by both fuzzers.

As a case study, we discuss one of the CVEs assigned for stb, which is a well-tested image processing C library. The bug showcases how context-sensitivity is helpful to expose overlooked buggy code and how our predictive mechanism made effective cloning decisions for that end. The bug manifests as a heap use-after-free violation caused by an out-of-bound array write during JPEG decoding. The vulnerable function stbi__process_marker does JPEG segment processing and is invoked, in a strict order, from two call sites: in the initial header parsing of stbi__decode_jpeg_header and in the subsequent image decoding of stbi__decode_jpeg_image.

The incriminated code derives from the input a quantity, hereafter $n$, that controls the trip count of two loops that populate two arrays of 256 bytes within a complex structure. In the crashing testcase generated by predictive, the out-of-bound accesses impact, among others, data that another function, stbi__jpeg_huff_decode, later uses to index memory. This results in a negative offset that makes the rogue pointer reference memory previously allocated by the fuzzing harness for another testcase. Upon the crash, stbi__decode_jpeg_image is still present in the stack trace for stbi__jpeg_huff_decode.

Context-insensitive fuzzers cover the edges of the vulnerable function, but do not differentiate the program internal states when invalid segments reach it from the second call site because they see no new coverage. In more detail, hit count buckets are of limited help because of the counts seen when processing header segments. Also, after invoking the buggy function, stbi__decode_jpeg_header carries validity checks on several input bytes following the segment. Invalid $n$ values induce "unaligned" reads, and the validity checks discard the input when such bytes do not meet the expected semantics. As a result, the fuzzer has limited wiggle room to retain and further mutate testcases leading to increasingly higher values for $n$ for invocations from the second call site.

Our approach introduces context-sensitive instances of the loop edges: the fuzzer becomes sensitive to different $n$ values induced from the second call site, so it will retain and further mutate the associated testcases, eventually exposing the bug. In our tests, we measured that our predictor selected the call site for cloning with a priority $p = 0.91$ (we recall that $p \in [0, 1]$).

B. RQ2: Internal Wastage

As seen in Section III, internal wastage may hamper the effectiveness of a fuzzer by making it explore uninteresting program states and/or face higher latencies for completing the execution cycle of each testcase. We studied its impact by collecting in Table IV statistics on the queue size and the execution throughput of each fuzzer at the end of the fuzzing session.

Our predictive fuzzer sees a median queue size per benchmark that, on average, is moderately larger (+26.4%) than the value measured for lto. As we discussed, some of the additionally retained testcases operated as stepping stones, letting it further explore states that eventually led to additional bugs. On the contrary, the queue median size growth for the all-or-nothing approach of context is on average 81.7% compared to lto, with peak values on grok (331.2%), libxml2 (200%), and njs (468.9%).

To better put these numbers in perspective, we first study how many executions each fuzzer completed in a unit of time. This metric is affected by the fuzzer’s novelty search, as exploration can take different turns among different concepts: this impacts both the execution time of individual testcases (depending on the regions visited) and queue management (e.g., culling) costs when its size grows. Compared to the baseline lto, we observe for context a reduction of the fuzzing execution throughput by 20.3% on average, whereas predictive is slower than lto by only 6.5% on average.

---

7 The reader may wonder why lto finds bugs in well-tested software. While OSS-Fuzz conducts daily 5h tests on them, we believe that, as studied in [14], our collision-free configuration is more performant thanks to LTO effects.

8 As a reference, this overhead is lower than with other compile-time transformations often employed to improve fuzzing effectiveness, such as multi-byte comparison splitting to bypass magic value checks [59].
Next, we study how code coverage is affected. We recall that, unlike fuzzing techniques that aim to increase coverage (for example, to help a fuzzer meet checksums or other structural input constraints [15]), context-sensitivity aims to improve the exploitation stage (Section III). Both predictive and context favor a more pervasive analysis of program states already within reach of a CFG system based on code coverage: hence, one cannot expect appreciable code coverage improvements from either. However, if a context-sensitive fuzzer faces significant internal wastage, this will be reflected in an appreciably lower coverage: with more testcases to mutate and/or lower throughput, the fuzzer will fall short of the time needed to schedule or sufficiently mutate testcases that lead to more coverage. As Figure 4 shows, compared to lto, the best-effort approach of context is appreciably detrimental for code coverage on several benchmarks (libarchive, libhttp, libxml2, matio, njs, openh264, stb).

Our predictive approach performs surprisingly well, obtaining coverage close to lto on all subjects except libhevc, ndpi, openh264, and zstd and even improving it for 8 subjects, showing almost no internal wastage. As we discussed in Section VI-A2 for the bugs found only by predictive, we attribute this improvement to how the refined data-flow along cloned call sites may occasionally help the fuzzer retain and later mutate testcases that eventually unlock new code.

C. RQ3: Analysis and Compilation Costs

Our approach incurs direct and indirect preparation costs for the transformed program that we feed to a fuzzer.

---

**TABLE IV. MEDIAN QUEUE SIZE AND EXECUTIONS/SECOND RATIO FOR EACH FUZZER ACROSS 20 TRIALS OF THE FUZZBENCH PROGRAMS.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Queue size</th>
<th>Executions per second</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>context</td>
<td>predictive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>11202</td>
<td>9787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>4046</td>
<td>2681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok</td>
<td>17651</td>
<td>4503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>8007</td>
<td>6938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit2</td>
<td>2443</td>
<td>1190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>13229</td>
<td>8727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhtp</td>
<td>9243</td>
<td>13878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>41928</td>
<td>15652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>15040</td>
<td>10374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>1837</td>
<td>1522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndpi</td>
<td>1623</td>
<td>1673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>27660</td>
<td>5083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openh264</td>
<td>6904</td>
<td>8031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>3761</td>
<td>6297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usrsctp</td>
<td>2632</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>20711</td>
<td>25871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Median queue size and executions/second ratio for each fuzzer across 20 trials of the FuzzBench programs.

Next, we study how code coverage is affected. We recall that, unlike fuzzing techniques that aim to increase coverage (for example, to help a fuzzer meet checksums or other structural input constraints [15]), context-sensitivity aims to improve the exploitation stage (Section III). Both predictive and context favor a more pervasive analysis of program states already within reach of a CFG system based on edge coverage: hence, one cannot expect appreciable code coverage improvements from either. However, if a context-sensitive fuzzer faces significant internal wastage, this will be reflected in an appreciably lower coverage: with more testcases to mutate and/or lower throughput, the fuzzer will fall short of the time needed to schedule or sufficiently mutate testcases that lead to more coverage. As Figure 4 shows, compared to lto, the best-effort approach of context is appreciably detrimental for code coverage on several benchmarks (libarchive, libhttp, libxml2, matio, njs, openh264, stb).

Our predictive approach performs surprisingly well, obtaining coverage close to lto on all subjects except libhevc, ndpi, openh264, and zstd and even improving it for 8 subjects, showing almost no internal wastage. As we discussed in Section VI-A2 for the bugs found only by predictive, we attribute this improvement to how the refined data-flow along cloned call sites may occasionally help the fuzzer retain and later mutate testcases that eventually unlock new code.

C. RQ3: Analysis and Compilation Costs

Our approach incurs direct and indirect preparation costs for the transformed program that we feed to a fuzzer.
**Direct Costs include generating clones (typically a very fast operation) and running the analyses behind our predictive policy. Table V reports the CPU time and memory usage from running points-to analysis on each whole-program IR file. SVF takes on average 139.94 seconds and 1.96 GB of memory to analyze a program, peaking at 2193.75 seconds and 22 GB on a larger subject like ffmpeg. Memory usage is < 6 GB for all but one subject. Table V reports the average number of possible pointed abstract objects per call-site argument.**

Indirect costs for IR preparation include the impact of cloning on the binary compilation process orchestrated by the off-the-shelf fuzzer. For predictive, compilation time increased on average by 153 seconds (peaking at 443 on ffmpeg). As for the resulting binary size increase, which includes the fuzzer’s instrumentation for context-sensitive edge instances, we observe a geometric mean of 3.6x and a peak value of 10.1x (stb grows from 1.45 MB to 14.8 MB), while libarchive sees the largest produced binary with its 46 MB (initial size: 34.1 MB). In the context of fuzzing, though, such increases hardly affect performance. This applies to both persistent fuzzing scenarios (as with FuzzBench), where a binary is (re)loaded in memory only sporadically, and fork-based settings, which benefit from copy-on-write OS mechanisms. This observation is backed by the experiments of Section VI-B: in our tests, trading such additional space for effective composition with local feedbacks used by fuzzers.

**VII. RELATED WORKS**

**Local Feedbacks:** A few function-local feedbacks have been proposed as a replacement or extension of code coverage. CollAFL [16] analyzes the detrimental effects of collisions in AFL-style edge coverage tracking, proposing a method to reduce them. The technique based on breaking critical edges that is adopted by AFL++ and LibFuzzer and we use in this paper fully removes them. The work also argues that tracking full paths (vs. edges) is infeasible in practice. PathAFL [61] hashes whole-execution paths with pruning heuristics, but the approach has yet to gain traction in the fuzzing community.

Padhye et al. [62] analyze alternatives such as the number of bits matched between operands of integer comparisons (for input-dependent conditions that are difficult to meet) or the size of allocation operations (for memory corruption bugs). Wang et al. [10] study, among others, extensions for edge coverage as a feedback: for instance, they evaluate an n-gram feedback to track bounded-length sequences of consecutively traversed edges as a better approximation of the program behaviors.

Finally, other efforts investigate auxiliary feedbacks involving data profiles [58], [49], [63]. As one may naturally augment local feedbacks with our cloning-based context-sensitivity, future research may involve identifying profitable combinations.

**Calling Contexts:** Programming language literature largely studied calling contexts and their portions (e.g., [36], [64], [65], [38]). Due to their sheer number, a static enumeration of calling contexts is often unfeasible [65], and even space-efficient dynamic methods need wide identifiers to keep collisions low [66]. Furthermore, for complex programs, short executions often result in dozens of million distinct contexts [13], [67]. Unlike cloning, these techniques incur non-negligible temporal or spatial overheads, hindering an effective composition with local feedbacks used by fuzzers. Also, we have shown that full context-sensitivity— unlike selectivity— can be unnecessarily inefficient when fuzzing. Other works [68], [69] study calling contexts that, if seen as distinct, would bring more accurate points-to sets. While

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Memory (MB)</th>
<th>Set (avg.)</th>
<th>Set (σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>2193.75</td>
<td>22553</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>68.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>25.07</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok</td>
<td>181.55</td>
<td>2797</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>103.5</td>
<td>2073</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>15.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit2</td>
<td>446.52</td>
<td>4711</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>9.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhevc</td>
<td>93.73</td>
<td>3143</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhtp</td>
<td>161.98</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>43.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>648.34</td>
<td>4289</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>12.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>111.34</td>
<td>1181</td>
<td>32.47</td>
<td>30.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>12.53</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndpi</td>
<td>265.14</td>
<td>3250</td>
<td>115.5</td>
<td>87.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>185.14</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>16.22</td>
<td>11.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openh264</td>
<td>108.55</td>
<td>2269</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>13.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usrsctp</td>
<td>1095.52</td>
<td>5851</td>
<td>55.85</td>
<td>33.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>45.47</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Geo-mean: 139.94 | 2007.8 | 7.09 | 11.074
better sets may refine our data flow-based priority values, the selectivity choices from these works would hardly help a fuzzer on their own, as they optimize for a different goal.

A particularly relevant work in the field is [11], as it pioneered the concept of cloning for static analysis. The authors simulate the creation of clones for all the call-graph acyclic paths reaching each function and use a context numbering scheme that exposes commonalities in context-sensitive relations, enabling their efficient encoding through ordered binary decision diagrams. They then store all program information and results as relations and encode program analyses as DataLog operations. The work showcases scalable implementations of context-sensitive points-to and other analyses on Java code.

Recently, some works leveraged calling contexts in special-purpose fuzzers. FIFUZZ [70] targets bugs in error handling code, which may trigger only when the error site fails in a specific calling context. CONZZER [71] focuses on data races occurring in specific runtime contexts, modeling execution contexts through a concurrency coverage metric that describes thread interleavings with runtime calling contexts. It would be interesting to explore synergies between these methods and what we propose in this paper for general fuzzing systems.

**Directed Fuzzing**: While directed fuzzing is a long-studied subject [72], [73], its combination with grey-box fuzzing is more recent [20]. This fuzzing flavor can guide execution towards specific program points deemed interesting: for instance, a crash site from a core dump. AFLGO [20] builds a whole-program inter-procedural control flow graph (iCFG) and assigns weights to basic blocks to define a distance function from the entry point to a target location. When fuzzing, it gradually assigns more energy to testcases that are closer to the target locations. HAWKEYE [30] improves, among others, the iCFG construction by reasoning on indirect-call targets obtained from a points-to analysis. While directed fuzzing focuses on reaching predetermined locations based on user-specified criteria, our approach automatically selects interesting program points for context-sensitive coverage tracking. However, our approach may potentially enhance directed fuzzing in two ways: (i) context-sensitivity may refine some points-to sets during iCFG construction and (ii) given a stacktrace, we may clone only the context that leads to the target program state and assign ad-hoc weights to clones.

**Software Hardening**: A few hardening solutions resort to cloning techniques, often in combination with points-to analyses. Constantine [74] uses function cloning to improve the accuracy of points-to analysis by adding context-sensitivity. The authors apply it to the cryptographic functions in a library that are secret-sensitive: as those are typically in limited number, this somewhat bounds explosion issues. ProbeGuard [75] clones functions to provide hardened versions that can be hotpatched to protect programs from probing attacks. Control-flow integrity solutions leverage type or pointer analyses to enumerate the possible targets of an indirect branch, and restrict the code to follow one of them [76], [77], [78]. DynPTA [32] enhances a Steensgaard-style points-to analysis with context-sensitive heap modeling using function summaries to distinguish different allocation sites, treating them as virtual clones of the original function.

**VIII. Concluding Remarks**

We presented a novel approach to context-sensitivity in fuzzing, terming it predictive. Our proposal stems from the analysis of existing context-sensitive approaches, which track full calling contexts and allow context/edge hash collisions for the sake of a practical implementation. Such approaches face an impossible trade-off: either allow too many collisions and lose context (but also path1) sensitivity, or allow too few and incur trashing behavior due to queue/map explosion. With our approach, we show that a profitable avenue exists if we proactively select (and clone) only the contexts that look more promising as predicted by a program analysis oracle, forbidding hash collisions and avoiding internal wastage. Our tests show that data-flow diversity can serve as one effective predictor for such contexts, with significant improvements compared to the state of the art (e.g., +22.55% total bugs on ANGORA-style context-sensitivity). They also found 8 enduring security issues in 5 well-tested programs, with 6 CVE IDs issued.
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APPENDIX A
ADDITIONAL BUG ANALYSIS RESULTS


This appendix includes four tables (Table VI, VII, VIII, and IX) that complement the bug counts reported in Table III and the inclusion relations of Figure 3 with more detailed comparisons based on bug identity at each benchmark.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Only predictive</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>Only lto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhvc</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhnp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openh264</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usersctp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VI. INCLUSION RELATIONS FOR BUGS FOUND BY predictive AND lto IN THE FuzzBench EXPERIMENTS (CF. LEFT PART OF FIGURE 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Only context</th>
<th>Both</th>
<th>Only lto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhvc</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhnp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndp</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openh264</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usersctp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE VII. INCLUSION RELATIONS FOR BUGS FOUND BY predictive AND lto IN THE FuzzBench EXPERIMENTS (CF. LEFT PART OF FIGURE 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Only predictive</th>
<th>All</th>
<th>Only others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ffmpeg</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>file</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grok</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libarchive</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgit2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhvc</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libhnp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libxml2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matio</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muparser</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndp</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>njs</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>openh264</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>usersctp</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zstd</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IX. INCLUSION RELATIONS FOR BUGS FOUND BY predictive VS. THE ENSEMBLE OF context AND lto IN THE FuzzBench EXPERIMENTS (CF. LEFT PART OF FIGURE 3). NOTE THAT THE ENSEMBLE HAS THE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE OF HAVING DONE TWICE AS MANY TRIALS.